
Captivating stunts, tightwire, and Japanese rope art create Fringe
spectacle

With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing story
of stepping out to the unknown. The three-dimensional Wiredo explores the
inner balance of human behaviour with the question: What happens to the body
when it chooses to surrender and be manipulated?

Moisala’s daring tightwire stunts combined with long Shibari-ropes and elaborate
knots offer an unprecedented spectacle.

WireDo’s world premier was at Circus Fest 2016, at Jackson’s Lane Theatre.

‘We were thrilled to produce Hanna for her debut solo production.
Wiredo is mysterious, skilled, subtly erotic and so very graceful. The
sold-out audience was entranced – you could have heard a pin drop’
Adrian Berry, Artistic Director, Jacksons Lane

‘WireDo is a finely balanced piece of work that contains beauty and
tranquility in a yin yang of control’ Katherine Kavanagh, The Circus Diaries

youtube.com/watch?v=kfqd5ozqyZU
www.lumocompany.com
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ten word blurb
Daring stunts combined with the Japanese rope art of Shibari.

twenty word blurb
With her body, a tightwire and the Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna
Moisala tells a mesmerizing story of surrendering to the unknown.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition inspired by the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala tells a mesmerizing story of
surrendering to the unknown. Daring stunts combined with skilled rope
manipulation offer an unprecedented spectacle.
fringe web blurb
With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing
story of stepping out to the unknown. With its three-dimensional view
WireDo explores the inner balance of human behaviour, with the question
‘what happens to the body when it chooses to surrender and be
manipulated?’ Daring stunts on tightwire combined with Moisala’s
captivating presence and skilled rope manipulation offer an unprecedented
spectacle.

author
author display

show website
company website

21:00
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Listings Information
Venue               C south, St Peter's, Lutton Place, EH8 9PE, venue 58
Dates               2-27 Aug (not 14)
Time 21:00 (0hr50)
Ticket prices £9.50-£11.50 / concessions £7.50-£9.50 / under 18s £5.50-£7.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Hanna Moisala at
Lumo Company on 07951 997572 / hanna.moisala@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Captivating stunts, tightwire, and Japanese rope art create Fringe
spectacle

With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing story
of stepping out to the unknown. The three-dimensional Wiredo explores the
inner balance of human behaviour with the question: What happens to the body
when it chooses to surrender and be manipulated?

Moisala’s daring tightwire stunts combined with long Shibari-ropes and elaborate
knots offer an unprecedented spectacle.

WireDo’s world premier was at Circus Fest 2016, at Jackson’s Lane Theatre.

‘We were thrilled to produce Hanna for her debut solo production.
Wiredo is mysterious, skilled, subtly erotic and so very graceful. The
sold-out audience was entranced – you could have heard a pin drop’
Adrian Berry, Artistic Director, Jacksons Lane

‘WireDo is a finely balanced piece of work that contains beauty and
tranquility in a yin yang of control’ Katherine Kavanagh, The Circus Diaries

youtube.com/watch?v=kfqd5ozqyZU
www.lumocompany.com
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Captivating stunts, tightwire, and Japanese rope art create Fringe
spectacle

With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing story
of stepping out to the unknown. The three-dimensional Wiredo explores the
inner balance of human behaviour with the question: What happens to the body
when it chooses to surrender and be manipulated?

Moisala’s daring tightwire stunts combined with long Shibari-ropes and elaborate

WireDo

With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing story
of stepping out to the unknown. The three-dimensional Wiredo explores the
inner balance of human behaviour with the question: "what happens to the
body when it chooses to surrender and be manipulated?"

Moisala’s daring tightwire stunts combined with long Shibari-ropes and
elaborate knots offer an unprecedented spectacle.

"We were thrilled to produce Hanna for her debut solo production. Wiredo is
mysterious, skilled, subtly erotic and so very graceful. The sold-out audience
was entranced – you could have heard a pin drop"

- Adrian Berry, Artistic Director, Jacksons Lane

"WireDo is a finely balanced piece of work that contains beauty and
tranquility in a yin yang of control."

- Katherine Kavanagh, The Circus Diaries

WORLD PREMIER
Circus Fest 2016  |  15-16 April
Jacksons Lane Theatre, London

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfqd5ozqyZU

Contact: Hanna Moisala
hanna.moisala@gmail.com
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WireDo

With her body, a tightwire and a physical composition that draws on the
Japanese rope art of Shibari, Hanna Moisala’s WireDo tells a mesmerizing story
of stepping out to the unknown. The three-dimensional Wiredo explores the
inner balance of human behaviour with the question: "what happens to the
body when it chooses to surrender and be manipulated?"

Moisala’s daring tightwire stunts combined with long Shibari-ropes and
elaborate knots offer an unprecedented spectacle.

"We were thrilled to produce Hanna for her debut solo production. Wiredo is
mysterious, skilled, subtly erotic and so very graceful. The sold-out audience
was entranced – you could have heard a pin drop"

- Adrian Berry, Artistic Director, Jacksons Lane

"WireDo is a finely balanced piece of work that contains beauty and
tranquility in a yin yang of control."

- Katherine Kavanagh, The Circus Diaries

WORLD PREMIER
Circus Fest 2016  |  15-16 April
Jacksons Lane Theatre, London

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfqd5ozqyZU

Contact: Hanna Moisala
hanna.moisala@gmail.com
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